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Abstract: Assigning accurate keywords to research articles is increasingly important concern. Keywords should be
selected meticulously to describe the article well since keywords play an important role in matching readers with research
articles in order to reach a bigger audience. So, improper selection of keywords may result in less attraction to readers
which results in degradation in its audience. Hence, we designed and developed an automatic keyword assignment system
(AKAS) for research articles based on k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) and threshold-nearest neighbor (t-NN) accompanied
with information retrieval systems (IRS), which is a corpus-based method by utilizing IRS using the Medline dataset
in PubMed. First, AKAS accepts an abstract of the research article or a particular text as a query to the IRS. Next,
the IRS returns a ranked list of articles to the given query. Then, we selected a set of documents from this list using
two different methods, which are k-NN and t-NN representing the first k documents and documents whose similarity is
greater than the threshold value of t, respectively. To evaluate our proposed system, we conducted a set of experiments
on a selected subset of 458,594 PubMed articles. Then, we performed an experiment to observe the performance of
AKAS results by comparing with the original keywords assigned by authors. The results we obtained showed that our
system suggests keywords more than 55% match in terms of F-score. We presented both methods we used and results
of experiments, in detail.
Key words: Automatic keyword assignment, information retrieval, k-nearest neighbors,t-nearest neighbors, PubMed

1. Introduction
During the last decade, technology and the Internet is developing widely and quickly. That leads us
to work with great and massive data daily, and consequently it produces millions of unstructured data every
millisecond. Hence, we need to control the flow and preservation of data in a way that makes it easy to access
and retrieve. Instead of reading the whole content of the these documents, he/she can just look at keywords
that represent the topics of that document.
The keywords are generally a few words or word phrases that best describe the context of the articles [1].
Regardless of the contents of the articles, researchers can only search the keywords or the topics of the articles,
with the help of the search engines to get related articles. Therefore, keywords should be chosen very carefully.
However, assigning keywords is an important and diﬀicult task. Performing this process manually is costly and
may cause improper keyword assignment. If we take care and focus on assigning keywords to research articles,
then it is possible to access these studies more eﬀiciently.
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To solve these problems text mining researchers are spending more effort to identify and assign keywords
to research articles automatically with the state of art techniques [2, 3]. Many unsupervised techniques have been
used for keyword extraction [4–6]. These approaches have accomplished satisfactory results and are widely used
in literature. However, working with keywords still has some diﬀiculties, especially if we have to deal with the
keyword assignment process. This is happening because keywords sometimes are assigned by authors, which will
make the assignment process subjective to the author’s opinion. Moreover, keyword assignment is a multilabel
problem in which more than one keyword is assigned to a single text that is directly relevant to the topic at
hand [7–9]. The motivation with any multilabel problem is to find the most relevant and suﬀicient number of
labels, or keywords in our case, that will maximize the performance of classification systems. Additionally, the
major challenge in this problem is to deal with two problems: label dependency and the huge set of labels.
For that reason, we need a way that correctly predicts a limited set of interrelated keywords. Therefore, we
proposed an automatic keyword assignment approach to a given article, which is based on the nearest-neighbors
algorithm.
Our motivation is to prove the effectiveness of assigning keywords to medical articles automatically.
Despite of the existence of many studies on keyword extraction, very few studies have addressed automatic
keyword suggestion systems. In addition, the lack of such studies on the Medline data set is one of the most
important reasons that push us to work in the medical domain. Replacing the subjective and manual keywords
assignment of the research articles with an automatic-based method is another reason behind the working on
keyword suggestion system.
One of our most important contributions in this study is the development of this application by combining
information retrieval systems and text mining techniques for the first time on scholarly articles. Additionally,
the keyword assignment process can be carried out utilizing a variety of methods, including machine learning,
statistical analysis, and so on. The datasets employed in these strategies are either relatively small or balanced.
However, the data we collected from the Pubmed data set in this study includes an extensive number of classes
and unbalanced. According to the [8–10], machine learning algorithms and deep learning approaches cannot deal
with the former mentioned problems. As a result, we decided to use information retrieval techniques to handle
such challenges. Another contribution of our research to the literature is a threshold-based nearest neighbor
search (t-NN) technique. This method suggests keywords based on the similarity ratio of the papers. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first automated keyword suggestion system for scholarly articles written in
the biomedical field.
The paper is organized in six main sections as follows: In Section 2 we present a literature review about
keyword extraction using text mining. In Section 3, we explained the methods, the tools and all the phases
involved during the system development, in detail. We also presented how we collected the Medline dataset,
which we use as a corpus in our system. In Section 4, we explained the experiments and the results in detail. In
Section 5, we discussed the advantages and drawbacks of our system. In Section 6, the conclusion of this paper
is given by summarizing the overall results and the contribution accompanied with some ideas as future work.

2. Related work
In this section, we represent how researches in the literature approach the work on keyword extraction techniques
in text mining. We can categorize approaches commonly used in the literature for keyword extraction into four
main groups: machine learning, statistical, graph-based, and linguistic approaches. Moreover, we can categorize
machine learning approaches [11] into three subgroups: supervised, unsupervised [12], and semisupervised
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approach [13].
2.1. Statistical approaches
In this approach, the researchers do not depend on the semantic representation of the text to extract keywords or
key-phrase, instead they consider only cooccurrence of terms such as term frequency (TF) and Term frequency
inverse document frequency (TF-IDF). Matsuo et al. developed a new approach that can be used on a single
document instead of the entire corpus. They used an approach that involves calculating the frequency of each
term in each document and then selecting only the most often occurring terms within a given threshold. So that
if two terms appear together (Bi-gram) with higher chi square X² then it will be chosen to represent a keyword in
that document [14]. While Ruch et al. evaluated the impact of the argumentative structures of scientific articles
to improve the effectiveness of the classification process. Their algorithm combines linguistically-motivated and
information retrieval methods [15]. Moreover, Pay et al. created an ensemble method to extract keywords from a
single document. For ensembling, they used TextRank, RAKE, and TAKE approaches [16]. Singhal et al. used
Renyi entropy to construct a statistical approach-based domain-independent keyword extraction model. This
model ranks words based on word frequency and word cooccurrence probability distribution[17]. Finally, Onan
et al. tried to construct a new ensemble keyword extraction model by combining existing statistical keyword
extraction methods: the most frequent measure-based keyword extraction, term frequency and inverse-sentence
frequency, cooccurrence statistical information, eccentricity-based and TextRank algorithms [18].
2.2. Linguistics approaches
These approaches use natural language processing techniques to tag the words of the language and divide the
sentences into words and phrases. Keyword extraction is performed depending on analyzing lexical, syntactic,
semantic and discourse of corpus [19]. Zhang et al. collected Chinese documents from the “Information Center
for Social Sciences of RUC” database. They used the set-tag tools of the NLP library for POS tagging which
is automatically processing the keywords of each document. Consequently, their experimental results indicate
that the conditional random fields (CRF) model performs better than other machine learning algorithms,
such as SVM, MLR model, etc., for keyword extraction [10]. In another study researchers tried to show
how rapid automatic keyword extraction algorithm (RAKE) is eﬀicient for keyword extraction. RAKE is
an unsupervised learning and domain-independent technique that specifies keywords from a single document.
Eventually, they found that RAKE is faster than other algorithms by comparing RAKE with existing keyword
extraction algorithms such as TextRank and unsupervised learning techniques [20].
2.3. Machine learning approach
Machine learning approaches can be classified into supervised or unsupervised learning. However, previous
studies on keyword extraction get better results from supervised learning techniques. Hence, they need manual
annotations to learn from the dataset which is an exhaustive process. In this approach researchers have used one
of the following machine learning algorithms: naïve Bayes, SVM (support vector machines), C4.5, etc. [21, 22].
Furthermore, these models are mostly dependent on the domain. A system needs to relearn and establish the
model every time when a domain changes. Another proposed a novel system called ACRI (associative classifier
with cooccurring items) which automates the classification of MEDLINE documents to MeSH keywords. Their
proposed system was modified to represent a multilabel classification problem. Their results show the superiority
1823
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of the proposed methods based on cooccurrence of words in an article over nonrecurrent-based associative
classification [23], while, Kamal Sarkar proposed key phrase extraction method which consists of three primary
components: document preprocessing, noun phrase identification, and key phrase identification. The method
is based on the naive Bayesian learning that exploits a number of domain-specific features to boost up the key
phrase extraction performance in the medical domain. However they did not use the Medline dataset. The
proposed method has been compared to a popular key phrase extraction algorithm, called Kea [3]. Moreover,
HaCohen-Kerner and his friends proposed a model for key phrase extraction based on supervised machine
learning and combinations of the baseline methods [24]. Finally, Turney proposed a key phrase extraction
algorithm based on supervised learning. A document is treated as a set of phrases, which must be classified
as either positive or negative examples of key phrases based on examination of their features. The algorithm
considers the location of the first occurrence of a phrase in a document, the frequency with which a phrase
occurs within a document, whether the phrase is a proper noun and whether or not a phrase matches a humangenerated key phrase [25].
2.4. Graph based approaches
Graph based techniques give a useful insight about the relationships between words in documents. Each word
can be represented as vertices or nodes and a link between them can show the relationship appropriately [26].
This representation can graphically make abstracted information about the documents and easily traceable.
Keywords on the other hand can be represented as graph [11, 27]. Another proposed a graph-based framework
is Topical PageRank (TPR) on a word graph to measure word importance with respect to different topics [7].
Xiong et al. proposed Semantic Clustering TextRank (SCTR), a semantic clustering news keyword extraction
algorithm based on TextRank. They generate word vectors by using the BERT model. Following that, word
graphs are constructed and keyword extraction is performed [28]. Finally, another research paper proposed
two graph-based approaches: supervised and unsupervised, for the cross-lingual keyword extraction to be used
as extractive summarization of text documents [21]. The performance of their supervised graphical model
is improved by conducting a classification model depending on the graphical representation of the document
features [29].
3. Methodology
In this section, we presented details of the automated keyword assignment system (AKAS) that is built upon
an information retrieval system (IRS). Firstly, we presented the whole system in an architectural point of view
describing the major components and main phases of the system. Then, it provides a detailed formal definition
of the system. Figure 1 shows a general view of the system we propose, which includes four basic components:
the user interface, IR system, database, and ranking subsystem. In this section, we explain each component in
detail flowing from bottom to top:
3.1. Database module
The AKAS uses the Medline dataset from PubMed, which is a free-of-charge database of the US National
Institute of Health where a number of biomedical publications are indexed together. Our dataset includes
abstracts and other information of research articles from PubMed, which includes around 32 million articles
and the size of the whole dataset is approximately 170 GB PubMed. This dataset is stored in 1015 files in
XML each containing 1000 articles. First, we downloaded and imported the entire dataset into our database
1824
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Figure 1. Architectural view of the automated keyword assignment system (AKAS).

running MongoDB [30, 31] which we installed on our own server. Then we converted the stored data articles into
JSON format and saved them into our local MongoDB database. Since the PubMed database is continuously
updated, the database module checks for new XML files from the PubMed server periodically on a daily basis
to keep our database up-to-date. In this study, a subset of the PubMed articles published in the year 2018
were used and it includes 458,594 articles in total. We divided this dataset into a training and testing set,
which includes 450,000 and 3594 articles, respectively. Table 1 contains the detailed statistics of the PubMed
dataset that are stored in our database. The dataset is open to researchers for further investigations on the
topic (http://demir.cs.deu.edu.tr).
Table 1. Basic statistics about the dataset used in this study.

Descriptions
Total number of documents
Number of documents in sentences / tokens / characters
Total Number of unique keywords
Maximum number of keywords / minimum / average
Training data unique keywords / test data unique keywords
Max document size in sentence / tokens / characters
Min document size in sentence / tokens / characters
Average document size in sentence / tokens / characters

Statistics
458,594
4,543,908 / 101,990,973 /667,981,517
25,666
58 /2 / 17
25,641 / 7,733
85 / 1,482 / 9,825
1 / 3 / 12
10 /147 / 222

3.1.1. Word feature representation
In this subsection we present more details about the preprocessing and the text representation approaches that
we performed before experimentations. We represent each word in the PubMed abstract text as one of the
following feature representation techniques: word to vector, document to vector, and named entity extraction.
Each method is assigned and applied to explore its impact on the performance of our IRS model. As data
preprocessing, we first removed punctuation chars, digits, stop-words and then applied lemmatization to each
word. Finally, we saved the preprocessed abstract field as cleaned-abstract.
3.1.2. Word to wector representation
We used fastText [32] to create word vectors with each word in the cleaned_abstract field. FastText is a
library for creating word embedding designed by Facebook’s AI Research lab. Each word w in our dataset has
1825
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→
a vector that consist of a float point 1 × 100 dimension, such that −
w = [ f0, f1, ..., f99 ]. Hence, a lookup
table then is created to represent each word w with its vector. Additionally, we created two new fields by taking
−−−−−−−−−−→
−−−−−−−−−→
the sum and average of the documents’ vectors for each document, namely (vector_sum) and (vector_avg) .
For creating the word vectors, we followed the same steps in study [8]. As a formal definition to clarify how
the vectors are created, let us assume that our document collection D = {d1, d2, d3, ..., dM} and each di =
{ abstract, cleaned_abstract, vector_sum, vector_average, vector_doc2vec, ner_text, keywords } data fields,
where d ∈ D and ℓ is number of words in the cleaned_abstract field for di. Each word is represented by 1 ×
→
100-dimension vector as −
w that is ready to further create vector_sum and vector_average as it is declared in
Equations 1 and 2.
vector_sum[di] =

l
∑

→)
(vector_sum+ = −
w
i

(1)

i=0

1 ∑
−
→)
∗
(vector_avg+ = w
i
l i=0
l

vector_avg[di] =

(2)

3.1.3. Document to vector representation
In this data field, we used the doc2vec library of the gensim [33] module. Each document now is represented as
−−−−−−−−−−−→
1 × 100 vector and saved as a new field with the name vector_doc2vec .
3.1.4. Name entity representation
Finally, we used 3 pretrained models of the scispacy [34] library that are created for named entity recognition
(NER) in the biomedical domain:

en_ner_bionlp13cg_md, en_ner_bc5cdr_md, and en_ner_jnlpba_md.

Each NER pretrained model extracts different medical entities such as amino_acid, anatomical_system, cancer,
cell and so on.
3.2. Search module
The search module takes the query from the user through the UI module and finds the most similar documents
to the given query in a ranked order. It is worth mentioning that the search module weights those documents
by calculating the similarity scores of each document according to the entered query. Finally, it returns a list
of the resulting documents according to its similarity score in a descending order.
3.2.1. Information retrieval system
We used Elasticsearch [35] as an information retrieval system (IRS). Elasticsearch is a file based and distributed
search engine which is not similar to relational databases. People have two important reasons to use Elasticsearch
as their retrieval systems, especially in text search fields: its strong indexing structure and its internal inverted
indexing structure. Elasticsearch uses a Boolean retrieval function to get all the relevant documents which
contain query terms. Then it calculates the term frequency-inverse document frequency, TF×IDF, for all the
terms in the retrieved documents. TF×IDF method weights a term to describe its importance in an individual
document within a corpus. Let us assume that l, t and d denote number of words in document d, a term and
document respectively such that d ∈ D , where t appears in n of N documents in D where N is number of
1826
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documents in corpus. The TF×IDF function is described in the following form:
T F × IDF (t, d, n, N ) = T F (t, d) × IDF (n, N )

TF(t,d) =

l
∑

(tf = tf + 1 if t in document (d)

(3)

(4)

t ∈ d

IDF (n, N ) = log(

n
).
N

(5)

Finally, it creates vectors for all document in the result-set RS, then calculates the cosine similarity
between query q and each document di where F is the overall feature set and f is the ith feature
∑
Cos(q,di) = √∑

× dif )
√∑

f ∈ F (qf

2
f ∈ F (qf )

×

.

(6)

2
f ∈ F (dif )

3.3. Ranking component
This component depends on ranking the candidate keywords of the obtained result set of RS. It performs four
main processes: retrieval of the result set using k-NN method, retrieval of the result set using t-NN method,
and it reranks the result set based on another two approaches: frequency-based ranking (FBR) and score-based
ranking (SBR). These two approaches are used to retrieve the relevant RS independently, i.e. not at the same
time. After that for each of the methods we used two ranking approaches, frequency-based ranking (FBS) and
score-based ranking (SBR), to control the appropriate top n candidate keywords suggested to the users. After
all, the users can select suggested keywords.
3.3.1. k-NN method
We used the k-NN method to control the RS of the IRS by considering the top
used the abstract of the PubMed article as an input query to the IRS. Then,
articles accordingly. After that, we applied FBR or SBR sub approaches on
keywords list. In this list we select the top n, number of keywords, to the new
optimal k and n parameters in terms of the highest F-scores.

k of the results. Primarily, we
the IRS returns top k similar
the retrieved RS to rank the
article. Finally, we obtain the

3.3.2. t-NN method
In the t-NN method we control the amount of RS according to a particular threshold (t) of the document’s
similarity scores. Same as k-NN, we first feed the abstract of the PubMed article to the IRS. Then IRS returns
the top RS that their similarity scores are higher than a threshold t. Then we apply FBR and SBR approaches
to the returned result set and accomplish the keywords list. In this list we suggest also the top n, number of
keywords, keywords to the new article. The rank order field of Table 2 shows m number of RS retrieved as a
result of applying a particular query to the search component. For example, in k-NN, let k be a list of values:
2, 4, 6, and 10. That means for every query Q the result-set RS of IRS can be represented as the top 2, 4,
6 or 10 documents respectively. Let 6 be the optimal k value which provides us with the maximum F-score.
Accordingly, we are considering the top 6 RS documents to be the optimal option.
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On the other hand, Table 2 also describes how the t-NN method works. For example, under the same
query as in the example of k-NN approach, m number of RS documents were retrieved. Each document is
represented with its related keywords, that is represented by the keywords field in Table 2, and similarity
scores, which also is represented by the similarity score field of Table 2. Then if we set a threshold t = 80,
that means only the keywords list of the RS documents with similarity scores greater than 80 will be taken into
account. Taking into consideration that each method is executed individually not at the same time.
Table 2. k-NN and t -NN methods on the IR results.

Result set (sorted by similarity score)
Documents Keywords Similarity score
1
B, C, F, G 500
2
B, C, G
400
3
A, D
100
4
A, E, D
90
5
A, E
85
6
A, E, C, D 80
7
G, H
55
8
X, Y
40
m
A, B
10
3.3.3. Frequency-based ranking (FBR)
Both k-NN and t-NN methods use this approach. FBR approach depends mainly on calculating the frequency,
i.e. normal count, of each keyword that exists in RS documents and retrieved as a result of both: the k-NN or
t-NN aforementioned techniques. After that, the system arranges the frequencies of all the distinct keywords
in a descending order. Accordingly, we depend on the top n keywords that have the maximum frequency score.
For more elaboration about how the scores are calculated, let us assume that number of documents in RS = m,
which IRS returns, and x be the number of keywords k in document di,
RS = {d1, d2, d3, ..., dm}
di = {k1, k2, k3, ..., kx}
.
Each document in RS has a list of relevant keywords assigned by its authors. We used FBR and SBR
algorithms to rank candidate keywords in the result set RS. RSf is the ranked keyword list obtained by FBR
method and can be calculated as follows:
{
m ∑
x
∑
RSf [kj ]+ = 1
RSf =
RSf [kj ] = 1
i=1 j=0

if kj in RSf
.
otherwise

(7)

3.3.4. Score-based Ranking (SBR)
This technique/approach is also considered in both k-NN and t-NN main methods. SBR calculates keywords
score by multiplying the keywords of the document with its related similarity score, i.e. for each keyword
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belonging to the documents we obtained with the IRS. RSs is the ranked keyword list that is obtained by SBR
method and can be calculated as follows:
{
m ∑
x
∑
RSs [kj ]+ = Scorekwj if kwj in RSs
RSs =
.
(8)
RSs [kj ] = Scorekwj
otherwise
i=1 j=0
For example, suppose that the IRS retrieved m relevant set of RS, as it is shown in Table 2, according
to k-NN or t-NN main techniques: let B, C, F, G be the retrieved keywords of document1 as it is shown in
Table 2. In FBR, only the top 6 of the RS is taken into account –as a result when k = 6– then the distinct
keywords A, B, C, D, E, F, and G will be considered in Table 3. Each keyword will be counted individually
to best describe the frequency of each keyword. Then the top n keywords will be retrieved. So, if n = 4 then
the 4 keywords, A, C, D, and E, respectively, will be suggested as seen in Table 3. Similarly, in SBR technique,
each keyword, as in Table 2, in document1 now will be multiplied by its similarity weight 500. The resultant
keyword list now will be represented as 500B, 500C, 500F, and 500G, respectively. The same process will be
repeated for all the documents in the RS. After that we sum all the weighted distinct keywords and if n = 4
then the top 4 keywords, C, B, G, and F respectively, with the highest scores will be suggested as seen in Table
3. As can be seen, both techniques produce different keywords.
Table 3. FBR and SBR results on k-NN and n-NN methods.

Keywords
A
C
D
E
B
G
F

Frequency
4
3
3
3
2
2
1

FBR
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Similarity score
100 + 90 + 85 + 80 = 355
500 + 400 + 80 = 980
100 + 90 + 80 = 270
90 + 85 + 80 = 255
500 + 400 = 900
500 + 400 = 900
500

SBR
5
1
6
7
2
3
4

3.4. UI module
The final component of this application is the user interface (UI) component. We have developed a simple
interface for the end users to ease the use of this application. We used the Flask [36, 37] web framework for
developing the interface. This framework, which is commonly used among web-based software developers, is
ideal to do something quickly and bring out certain results in time. One of the most important features of Flask
is the MVC (model-view-controller) architectural design pattern that can be configured very easily. Figure 2
shows the main user interface of the application we developed. The input field shows the abstract that the user
will use as a query. The query can be an abstract of a biomedical article or any text in accordance with the
Medline data set. As a result, when a user clicks on the “Suggest Keywords” button, the UI application sends
the query to the search component. In other words, the search component sends the query to the database
and expects the relevant documents. Then it sends the RS to the ranking component. After that, the ranking
component chooses either FBR or SBR techniques to send the relevant keywords and RS to the user interface.
Figure 2 describes one web page with a user query and a suggested list of keywords. Moreover, it
also shows the retrieved similar documents accompanied with their details such as document id, abstract and
similarity scores.
1829
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Figure 2. The user interface of the web application.

4. Experimentation and evaluation
In our experiments we used Elasticsearch which is a distributed NoSQL database and Apache Lucene [35] based
search engine. As a result, we have completed our web application using the previously mentioned technologies
and it is available on application link. To evaluate the quality and proficiency of our system, we used commonly
used metrics of Jaccard similarity, F-measure, precision and recall @n rates to assess the results. Definitions
of variables used in formulas: A (Author’s Keywords) represents the set of keywords which are assigned by
authors to articles in Medline dataset, S (Suggested Keywords) represents the set of keywords suggested by our
algorithm, |A ∩ S| represents the number of the intersection of A and S. Finally, n represents the top of the
result set. The commonly used formulas are as follows.
For the top n of ground truth and the suggested keywords, precision@n which is generally indicated
by the letter P@n, is calculated as the ratio of the intersection between the ground-truth and the suggested
keywords to the top n of the suggested samples.

P @n =

|A ∩ S|
|n|

(9)

For the top n of ground truth and the suggested keywords, recall@n which is also indicated by the letter
R@n, is calculated by the ratio of the intersection between the ground truth and the suggested keywords to the
1830
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total number of the ground truth keywords.

R@n =

|A ∩ S|
|A|

(10)

In light of these definitions above, the F-measure is the harmonic mean of these values.
F − score =

P ×R×2
P +R

(11)

Finally, the J represents Jaccard similarity and it is a statistical term used for measurement the similarity
of sample sets. Assume that A (Author’s Keywords) represents the set of keywords which are assigned by
authors to articles in Medline dataset, S (Suggested Keywords) represents the set of keywords suggested by our
algorithm, |A ∩ S| represents the number of the intersection and |A ∪ S| represents the number of the union of
A and S. The commonly used formulas are as follows.

J=

|A ∩ S|
|A ∪ S|

(12)

4.1. Experiments on k-NN
We conducted many experiments to find the optimal values of k (number of result set) and n (number of
keywords) that are retrieved by IRS. Accordingly, we assign k= 3, 7, 11, 15, 19, and 23. We need to see which
value of k will register the best performance of our IRS model. We basically considered two different ranking
techniques FBR and SBR.

4.1.1. Parameter optimization for frequency- and score-based ranking (FBR and SBR)
In FBR technique, we aim to find the optimal n that will give us the best F measure score. Firstly, we set n = 3
to 29, to observe the optimal (k, n) pairs in terms of F-score. Secondly, for each k number of a particular query’s
result set, we calculate the frequency of keywords. Then we sorted them in a descending order according to
their frequencies. Finally, we suggest top n keywords accordingly. After all, we calculate the F-score to evaluate
our system. We represent the scores of F-score as shown in Figure 3. Similarly, in the score-based ranking
technique, we set n = 3 to 39 to observe the optimal (k, n) pairs in terms of F-score. Then, for each k number
of a particular query’s result set, we calculate the score for each keyword with its document similarity. Then we
sorted it in a descending order according to the similarity score. Finally, we suggest top n keywords. Eventually,
we calculate the F-score to evaluate our system. We represent the scores of F-score as shown in the curves in
Figure 3. The figure represents the F-scores of all the k values that are used in this experiment. For example,
the value of k = 15 and the value of n= 15, F-score reaches its maximum.

4.2. Experiments on t-NN
We select different values of t, from t= 0.2 to 0.9, with setting different values of n in both: FBR and SBR.
After that we observe which t value gives us the maximum F-score to take it into account.
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4.2.1. Parameter optimization for frequency- and score-based ranking (FBR and SBR)
In this section, we have conducted a set of experiments to find the optimal values of the threshold t in the
t-NN-frequency method FBR. Thus, we run experiments for different sets of n values (i.e. n = 3 to 29) to
determine the optimal number of keywords. Then we selected the optimal t and n values from the obtained
results according to the F-score measure similar to t-NN in Figure 4.

Figure 3. FBR optimal value for k and n.

Figure 4. SBR optimal value for t and n.

In SBR technique, the process goes through steps that are similar to FBR. However, instead of finding
a particular keyword frequency, the keywords of the articles are weighted by multiplying the similarity score of
the article. For that reason, we selected the optimal t value from the results obtained according to the F-score
as it is shown in Figure 4.
Furthermore, Figures 3 and 4 show that each colored curve is represented by a given k or t and its
corresponding n values. For example, the blue line in Figure 4 indicates that the value of t is 0.2 and the value
of n changes with respect to F-score. After that, we evaluate the system in terms of precision @ 1 to 10 on each
examined data field;
Moreover, Elasticsearch’s default scoring function works based on TF-IDF weighting technique. Hence,
score values are greater than 1 specially when we start a query on text fields: such as abstract, cleaned_abstract
or ner_text. Alternatively, in vector fields, such as vector_sum, vector_avg and vector_doc2vec, the result
of utilizing the cosine similarity technique was a score that varied from 0 to 1. Therefore, we need to unify
both value ranges to work in the same space. For that purpose, we combined the ranges using MIN-MAX
normalization technique.
5. Results and discussion
In this study, we performed several experiments to determine the optimal values for the k, t, and n variables.
As a result of these experiments, we evaluated the F-score values of (k,n) and (t,n) pairs. Then, as seen in
Figure 3, when k = 15 and n = 15, the F-score reaches its maximum value. Therefore, we selected these optimal
values for the k-nn method. After doing the same process in t-nn, the optimal values selected for (t,n) pair.
Then, using these optimal values, we calculated precision and recall values for k-nn and t-nn methods using
FBR and SBR ranking techniques. Then, we evaluate the proposed methods in terms of P@1, 3, 5, 7, and 10
on each examined data field. Consequently, we gained four precision tables and four recall tables. We only
presented precision and recall scores in detail for the FBR technique of the k-nn method in Table 4 and Table
5, respectively.
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As a result, instead of presenting all these tables in detail, we summarized the best precision and recall
scores of both methods in Tables 6 and 7, respectively.
Table 4. Precision@n results of FBR method on k-NN.

Method/n

P@1

P@3

P@5

P@7

P@10

abstract

0.960

0.875

0.810

0.752

0.675

abstract_cleaned

0.957

0.873

0.804

0.749

0.675

ner_text

0.923

0.798

0.716

0.653

0.578

vector_doc2vec

0.949

0.814

0.729

0.660

0.584

vector_sum

0.829

0.602

0.483

0.411

0.344

vector_avg

0.829

0.602

0.483

0.411

0.344

Table 5. Recall@n results of FBR method on k-NN.

Method/n
abstract
abstract_cleaned
ner_text
vector_doc2vec
vector_sum
vector_avg

R@5
0.222
0.220
0.196
0.200
0.132
0.132

R@10
0.371
0.370
0.317
0.321
0.188
0.188

R@15
0.472
0.470
0.397
0.402
0.227
0.227

R@20
0.542
0.540
0.455
0.460
0.256
0.256

Table 6. Precision@n results of FBR and SBR approaches
on k-NN and t-NN methods.

Methods
Approaches
Precision@n
abstract
abstract cleaned
ner text
vector doc2vec
vector sum
vector avg

k-NN
FBR
n=1
0.960
0.957
0.923
0.949
0.829
0.829

SBR

t-NN
FBR

SBR

0.961
0.955
0.925
0.949
0.829
0.829

0.890
0.875
0.685
0.890
0.860
0.860

0.885
0.875
0.685
0.890
0.860
0.860

R@40
0.687
0.683
0.580
0.585
0.323
0.323

R@60
0.745
0.744
0.635
0.643
0.349
0.349

R@80
0.775
0.774
0.664
0.673
0.362
0.362

R@100
0.795
0.795
0.686
0.693
0.376
0.376

R@140
0.824
0.824
0.722
0.731
0.403
0.403

Table 7. Recall@n results of FBR and SBR approaches
on k-NN and t-NN methods.

Methods
Approaches
Recall@n
abstract
abstract cleaned
ner text
vector doc2vec
vector sum
vector avg

k-NN
FBR SBR
n = 140
0.824 0.824
0.824 0.824
0.722
0.722
0.731
0.731
0.403
0.403
0.403
0.403

t-NN
FBR

SBR

0.780
0.780
0.600
0.770
0.530
0.530

0.790
0.780
0.610
0.780
0.530
0.530

From Table 4, we observed that the best precision score is obtained when the original abstract is used.
That means Elasticsearch cannot perform well when some changes, such as preprocessing or NE extraction,
are performed. It needs more data information to retrieve the relevant RS. While we lose information or data
sequences when we do NE extraction and preprocessing, respectively. On the other hand, we noticed that
document-to-vector technique works much better than word-to-vector technique. However, document-to-vector
is a good vector representation that can be used as a dimensionality reduction technique.
In Table 5, we can observe that as the number of proposed keywords n increases, the recall score also
increases. This indicates that as the suggested number of keywords grows, more keywords related to the relevant
domain are recommended. This allows system users to choose the most relevant terms from a list of n keywords.
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Table 6 shows that the best precision score is obtained with the original abstract and when k-NN and
SBR techniques are addressed. As a result, Elasticsearch cannot work eﬀiciently when certain changes, such as
NER or preprocessing, are made. For the objective of retrieving the relevant RS, more data is required. While
NER and preprocessing both result in information or data sequence losses, respectively.
Table 7 shows that when n is increased the recall is slightly increased as well. However, in Figure 3, at k =
3 the precision is getting much larger than the recall which means that our model at that point is more specific to
retrieve the correct keywords. Moreover, we observed that the maximum recall score is obtained when n = 140
on abstract and abstract_cleaned fields for both techniques in k-NN. However, choosing an abstract_cleaned
field can increase the model performance due to dimensionality reduction. Though the increase may still be
continuing as n is increasing.
Additionally, we calculate Jaccard similarity (J) scores of the k-NN and t-NN methods. For k-NN method
the best score of J is 36% obtained using the optimal (k = 15,n = 15) values in Figure 3. The highest J score
for t-NN is 20% when the optimal (t = 0.3,n = 15) values selected in Figure 4 in terms of highest F-Score.
According to the Jaccard similarity, the higher the similarity ratio, the more similar the two sets will be. Since
the number of keywords suggested in our experiments (n = 15) is higher than the number of words assigned
by the author, the jaccard similarity score is low. This metric is not used much in the literature. For example,
assume that the author has assigned a total of 3 keywords, a, b, c. and our system suggests 15 keywords as
a, b, c...j. In this case; although we recommended all the keywords assigned by the author correctly, Jaccard
similarity (3/15 = 0.2) is still very low.
Table 8 shows the results of the studies, as well as the datasets and models that were employed. We can
observe that previous research’s datasets were often small and balanced. Regardless, the model we presented
outperformed those in terms of precision, despite the fact that the dataset we utilized was both enormous and
unbalanced.
Table 8. Comparison of our method with previous studies.

Studies Datasets
[2]
ACM,
Reuters
and Web Doc
[3]
Online medical
journals
[14]
Technical papers
[16]
Journal papers
[19]
Inspect dataset
[20]
Inspect dataset
[24]
Academic papers

Size
350

Model
SVM

Precision
0.51

Recall
0.86

F-score
0.63

75

Naive Bayesian

-

-

20
2000
2000
2000
161

Word cooccurrence
Ensemble method
GenEx
Graph based
J48

0.46
0.5
0.52
0.41
-

0.48
0.34
0.37
-

[25]

Journal articles,
Email messages
Chinese news

656

GenEx

n = 5:
n = 10:
0.42
0.46
0.25
0.33
n = 5:
n = 15:
0.29

-

-

500

SCTR

n = 5: 0.7

-

PubMed

458,594

IR

n = 5: 0.22
n = 10: 0.37

[28]
Our
method

1834
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0.28

0.55
0.28

n = 1: 0.96
n = 5: 0.81
n = 10: 0.67

0.55
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Additionally, we did several experiments and discovered that the values for the k-nn technique (k = 15
and n = 15) and for the t-nn method (t = 0.3 and n = 15) were optimal. These values were then used to
evaluate precision and recall metrics. However, most of the research in the literature used the value of n at 5
and 10. Therefore, we presented the results of the n value at 5 and 10 in the table to make comparisons.
There is also a conflict relation between recall and precision, as seen in Tables 6 and 7. The key explanation
here is, as the number of n increases, the recall increases while the precision goes down.
We also noticed that in most of our experiments, the model performed better on a raw data. In
addition, we found that the k-NN approach gave better results than the t-NN approach. In this case, it is
more advantageous to use k-NN because the larger the RS size, the more time the ranking algorithm takes.
Additionally, the specificity or the precision of retrieving the correct set of keywords depends on assigning
k instead of t. Because assigning k will ensure limiting the results to the most relevant keywords while t will
retrieve a wide range that depends on the similarity score. For example, the IR system return RS= (d1, s:500),
(d2, s:400), (d3, s:300), (d4, s:250), (d5, s:200), (d6, s:100) which has 6 documents with their similarity scores.
When we set k = 2 then our system will consider only the first two most similar documents. On the other
hand, there is no guarantee how many documents will be retrieved, it totally depends on similarity scores which
are calculated based on a given query. In general, the eﬀiciency of our system depends mainly on the proper
and the correct number of the retrieved keywords. We also considered keyword assignment as a multilabel
classification problem. Multilabel classification is a real-world challenging problem specially when it deals with
a huge number of labels set [38, 39]. Consequently, in many machine and deep learning applications, using
hundreds or even thousands of labels in the classification degrades the performance of any system [8, 9, 40, 41].
Our system on the other hand is a multilabel classification system that depends on assigning multiple keywords
to documents. Our system showed the ability of dealing with the huge label set problem. More importantly,
our system can suggest other related keywords to the authors that may not come to the mind.
Additionally, the overfitting problem is another serious challenge in some machine and deep learning
models [42–44]. In that case, our system is adaptive in a way you do not have to retrain your system to match
new coming data samples. That is, each new incoming data is indexed by the IRS and is ready to be considered
in the next query. Thus, unlike machine learning techniques, we do not need to retrain the model. On the
other hand, when the number of labels set, or n, is increased the probability of discovering a match between
the ground truth and the suggested keywords will increase.
There are some drawbacks of the system which are related to selecting the optimal k,t or n. In our case,
this can only be proved by experimentation. That means, we only observe all the parameters, k, t, or n, during
experimentation, and then we make the selection of those parameters according to the optimal results.
Finally, our system can be generalized to be used in other domains including the medical one. The only
thing that you need to do is to select a suﬀicient number of documents and use them as a corpus. And let the
Elasticsearch with our k-NN and t-NN methods do the rest. Eventually, the eﬀiciency of the system will depend
on the former mentioned parameters.
6. Conclusion
Assigning keywords to research articles is a very important and challenging process. Keywords should properly
describe the main concepts that each article may have. Doing this manually is diﬀicult and may cause
misidentification of the article’s keyword set. Hence, it is a good challenge to address creating a system
that will assign multiple keywords automatically. In our study, we designed and developed an automated
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keyword assignment system (AKAS) for medical research articles. We used the Medline dataset in the PubMed
system as our main medical data source. However, we worked on two different collection-based methods that
are accompanied with Elasticsearch information retrieval system for keyword suggestion. First, the proposed
keyword suggestion system considers the abstract of the research article as a query for the information retrieval
system. The information retrieval system then returns a list of articles based on the ordered similarity score of
the given query. Next, we selected an article set from this list using two different methods: k-NN and t-NN.
These two methods represent the first k articles and articles whose similarity score is greater than the threshold
value of t respectively. To evaluate the proposed system, we conducted a series of experiments using a thousand
of randomly selected articles from Medline corpus and compared the system results with the authors’ keywords.
Our results show that the proposed model offers approximately 55% matching keywords in terms of F-measure.
However, we cannot assume that the mismatched keywords are irrelevant. As a result, the researchers will be
able to assign appropriate keywords for their articles. Our system can also suggest other external keywords that
are not in the authors’ original keyword list. One possible future work is to determine the optimal number of
keywords n, which is not discussed in this study. For further studies, keywords can be suggested by reordering
the ranking result set. A clear challenge of the proposed technique would be to semantically order the keywords.
Studies in this direction can also be investigated in the future.
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